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deprived him of contact with realities, and offered him instead
the abstractions of the text-books. And he was trained to
believe what was very far indeed from the truth, that all real
knowledge was in the books.1
Later still, before the opening of the twentieth century, the
system of grants was completely altered, a general outline of a
curriculum was substituted for the old prescription in detail,
the foolish notion was abandoned that the same curriculum
will serve for every type of school, the annual examination was
abolished, and teachers were left relatively free to make their
own syllabuses and to devise their own methods. Later still,
the central authority withdrew even the general outline of a
curriculum, and left it to the local authorities, their adminis-
trators, and teachers, to organize instruction as seemed best
in the circumstances. The teachers were relatively free; but if
anyone should suppose that the former things soon passed
away and that all things straightway became new, he would be
mistaken. Teachers who had made a reputation for high
percentages of passes at the annual parade day could not readily
adapt themselves to less spectacular criteria of success.
We have already observed that from the year 1861 until the
abolition of "payment by results,'* the infant schools always
had a far better chance of adopting new ideals and new
methods than had the schools for older children. Robert
Lowe's original proposals would have condemned children
under seven to an annual examination in *6 reading a narrative
in monosyllables, writing small and capital letters, and writing
and naming numbers up to twenty." Even Lowe, however,
was induced to relent in the case of the infants, with the happy
"result" that the most intelligent and progressive teachers
could open their minds to the Froebelian influences which
were then quietly streaming into English educational thought,
and could create a tradition of receptivity to the best that
1 Caldwell Cook's The Play Way is, in effect, a protest against what he
calls the "everlasting slavery to books."

